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Topic 1: Revisited - The 'Nature' of contract law 

Activity 1.1 - Revision 

METHODS OF ANALYSING CONTRACT LAW – SG10 & TXT17 & CB10 

Contract law (like laws generally) seem to create as many problems as they solve 

What those problems are & how to fix them depend on the theoretical perspective used to critically 
analyse the laws 

4 perspectives have tended to dominate the critiques of contract law:- 

Economic Analysis  
• evaluates law through the principle of economic efficiency (people seek to maximise their 

welfare) 
• tests whether law promotes efficient market outcomes 
• individuals always want to optimise/maximise & will therefore do things that will benefit 

them & it is good for the economy 
• this perspective maintains that it is best to transfer resources to those who will value them 

the most, as this will maximise overall wealth 
• this approach favours 'freedom of contract' rather than 'state intervention' 
• Economic analysis is concerned with the overall effect of the rule in either encouraging or 

discouraging efficient outcomes, rather than with the results in a particular case – TXT20 
• Michael Trebilcock identifies 4 functions of contract law in promoting economic efficiency:- 

(TXT18) 
o Containing opportunism in non-simultaneous exchanges (opportunistic conduct) 
o Reducing transaction costs: contract law reduces transaction costs by supplying a 

number of implied terms, sometimes called default rules (rules that apply to all 
contracts of a certain type unless parties have excluded their application) 

o Filling gaps in incomplete contracts: by dealing with those matters on which the 
parties have not expressly reached an agreement (Doctrine of Frustration – see 
below) 

o Distinguishing welfare-enhancing and welfare-reducing exchanges: to provide 
excuses for non-performance - contract law thus discourages exchanges that are 
inefficient because of a market failure (ie. Misled, duress, misinformation etc) 

Criticisms – TXT20 – Activity 1.2 
• An account of contracting behaviour that does not take account of these social influences on 

human behaviour will, on this view (see TXT20) be incomplete 
• The concepts deployed are indeterminate and commonly rely on unexpressed value 

judgements (eg. A person’s decision on a particular situation will be optimal in an economic 
sense only if it is voluntary and informed – Trebilcock argues that in a real world, few choices 
are made with perfect information or free from pressure of some kind) 

• It neglects the issue of distributive justice  
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o Economic analysis focuses on the Q whether an exchange is efficient, rather than 
whether the allocation of resources btw the parties was fair to begin with 

o Trebilcock explains that this analysis assumes that contracting parties have equal 
opportunities, but ignore the fact that individuals do not ‘start out equal...’ 

• It emphasises the desirability of giving effect to parties choices or preferences without 
applying any ethical criteria to the value of those preferences – TXT21 

o Only value judgements can tell us what limits should be imposed on individual 
autonomy 

Doctrine of Frustration – relieves parties from their obligations where performance becomes 
impossible or radically different from what they intended, may also be seen as a gap-filling rule (see 
Topic 2) 

Critical Legal Studies – SG11 & TXT21 & CB15 
• contract law is not really an idea that is free of values  
• questions whether the rules of contract law are value free or objective 
• looks at contract law in light of legal formalism (CLS scholars are highly critical of legal 

formalism) 
o legal formalism = an approach that emphasises strict adherence to legal rules, even 

if the rules result in unfair decisions 
• CLS scholars highlight that legal formalism merely disguises the political nature of judicial 

decision making 
• Judges are swayed by political and social values  
• In their critique of contract law, CLS scholars point out that there is a political agenda behind 

contract law (to support capitalism at the expense of more communitarian forms of social & 
economic organisation & collective interests) 

• Contract law is generally thought to favour:- markets over community; individualism over 
altruism; self over other & form over substance 

Criticisms – TXT21 
• CLS scholars have been criticised  for their focus on appellate cases and legal doctrine, rather 

than empirical evidence concerning the ‘social impact’ of law or the behaviour of legal actors 
• Robert Hillman argues that CLS writers overstate the indeterminacy of contract doctrine – 

contract law is sufficiently determinate that the results of most cases can be predicted 
• John Murray suggests that the CLS movement is ‘irrelevant & counterproductive’ to the task 

of refining and enhancing legal doctrine b/c CLS scholars eschew doctrine & fail to offer an 
‘alternative design’ other than ‘an ambiguous ‘communitarian’ notion of ‘vague utopia’ 

• It has been attacked for being unsupported by the evidence, exaggerated, destructive, and 
for lacking affirmative program – CL17 

Feminist analysis – SG11 & TXT22 & Activity 1.3 
• Feminist scholars highlight the ways the law discriminates against women 
• In the Western world, an artificial division has been made btw matters that are ‘public’ and 

‘private’ 
• While state intervention is seen as valid in public matters, its viewed as inappropriate for 

private matters  
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• The legal system has characterised domestic relationships as ‘private’ which has 
marginalised women & prevented them from having the same contractual rights that are 
freely available to men 

• This is particularly evident in cases dealing with the presumption that domestic agreements 
are not intended to be legally binding 

• There are 3 main approaches (of feminist analysis) of contract law:- 
o Identical treatment approach: it denies there are any significant differences btw 

men & women & the approach calls for the elimination of legal or other distinctions 
btw the sexes & promotes gender-neutral, strictly identical treatment of men & 
women – TXT23 

o Difference approach: women are physically, socially, psychologically & politically 
different from men & substantive equality for women can only be achieved if the 
law takes these differences into account – TXT23 
 Carol Gilligan influences one approach to this, arguing that men & women 

view life differently  
 feminists influenced by Gilligan’s work criticise the law as reflecting 

masculine viewpoint & neglecting feminine perspective 
 in relation to contract law, feminists criticise the almost exclusive use of an 

abstract, rule-oriented, neutral style of analysis which relies on 
characteristics associated with the cultural stereotype of men 

o for some feminists applying this approach, relational contract theory is seen as 
providing what they regard as a ‘feminist voice’ in contract law (b/c it focuses on the 
importance of relationships in contract & the role of norms such as trust & 
cooperation) 

o Subordination approach: (Catherine MacKinnon) sees women’s inequality in terms 
of subordination to men, rather than diff’s btw men & women – TXT24 

o Scholars evaluate particular legal practices & policies in order to ‘assess whether 
they operate to maintain women in a subordinate position’ 

o If those policies/practices are justified on the basis of diff’s btw men & women, then 
the diffs themselves must be examined to ascertain whether they are consequences 
of social or economic oppression 

o Applied to contract law, this approach suggests that the gender of the parties,  & 
consequentially the power relation btw them, must be taken into account in 
resolving contractual disputes 

o This approach requires the law to go beyond formal legal principles to examine the 
reality of power relations btw the parties involved 

Garcia v National Australia Bank Ltd (1998) – the HCA recog’d the continued existence of a special 
principle protecting women who guarantee their husband’s business loans, where women have 
misunderstood the effect of their actions or made under duress  

(applying the) Identical approach = maintaining a special equity or principle applying to 
wives perpetuates undesirable sexual stereotypes of women as incapable of making financial 
decisions or protecting their own interests 
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(applying the) Difference & Subordination approach = an approach based on formal equality 
would ignore the very real social diff btw men & women & women do not always exercise 
independent judgment in deciding to guarantee their husband’s business loans 

Garcia Principle – it relies on a stereotype b/c it operates to protect a vulnerable group in society – 
the principle is based on trust & confidence, in the ordinary sense of these words, btw marriage 
partners – TXT26 

Contract as a social relation – AKA Relational Contract Theory – SG12 & TXT27 & CB11 
• Focuses on the relationship between the parties to a contract 
• This approach was founded by Stewart Macaulay & largely developed by Ian Macneil 
• Macaulay found that many business people prefer to rely upon their strength of the 

relationship rather than adhering strictly to their legal rights (if 2 businesses wanted to 
engage in repeated transactions it is preferable to try & resolve disputes amicably) 

• Instead of viewing people as individualistic & self-interested, they see people are more 
concerned over the quality of their business relationships 

• parties may want to stick together in a contract because of a matrix of relationships; where a 
contract is also socially relevant (discrete-relational spectrum – TXT30) 

• instead of looking at law of contract in the courtroom, they look at the role of contract law 
in business practices & the extent to which business people actually used contract law (to 
the extent to which principles of contract law shaped planning, adjustment & dispute 
resolution amongst those involved in the industry) 

• Macauley’s findings – TXT27-29 
• Discrete Relational Spectrum – see TXT30 
• The relational end of the spectrum – see TXT30 (eg. Patient seeing a DR, employment) 
• The discrete end of the spectrum – see TXT31 (eg.  Motorist buying petrol on a random hwy 

they’ve never driven on before) 
• Integrated Computer Services Pty Ltd v Digital Equipment Corporation (Australia) Pty Ltd 

(1988) – NSW Court of Appeal accepted that the classical requirement of offer & acceptance 
was unsuited to contemporary commercial arrangements & it may not be possible to 
identify all the parties rights & obligations by reference to the moment of formation – TXT34 

• Ian Macneil states that thinking about contract ought to begin with relational exchange not 
discrete contract – CB12 

•  Empirical contract theory – CB14 

Criticisms- TXT34 
• Trebilcock observes that this theory ‘does not yield determinate legal principles’ & that its 

‘highly amorphous sociological inquiry is too wide-ranging’ to be useful to courts in 
particular cases 

• Eisenberg argues its not possible to implement a set of principles governing relational 
contracts without developing an operational distinction btw relational and discrete contracts 
which is not possible b/c it would require us to draw an arbitrary line somewhere along 
discrete/relational spectrum and if all contracts are relational to some extent, then there is 
no subcategory of contracts that should be governed by relational rules –TXT35 (rules that 
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take into account relational issues, must either be justified as general principles of contract 
law or rejected altogether) 

Contract Law as a Regulation - TXT35 

Contract law can be understood as a means of regulating markets & exchanges 

Jean Braucher explains that the regulatory role of contract law is played in 3 normative dimensions:- 
1. Validity 

• the courts decide which exchanges should be enforced 
2. Interpretation 

• the courts interpret the language & decide which exchanges should be enforced 
3. Gap-filling 

• the courts supply terms to deal with gaps and inconsistencies in the parties agreement 
(a process that constrains and in some cases replaces party control) 

Hugh Collins sees common law contract rights as a form of state regulation 
• "private law regulation" = gives rights to the parties themselves and allows them to 

enforce those rights through mechanisms of state sanctions provided by the courts 
• "public regulation" = where markets and exchanges can be regulated publicly, through 

the legislative setting standards enforced by a govt agency, with or without the use of 
courts (this occurs in some areas eg. competition law & consumer protection- often in 
conjunction with private law regulation) 

Comparative Perspectives - Activity 1.4 


